Appendix E| Engagement Summaries

The engagement process for Plan Mount Holly sought ways to gather, process, and respond to input from a
cross-section of the community—not just the subsets of the community most likely to engage in a traditional
outreach process. The process also included opportunities to engage elected officials, boards and commissions,
and staff across multiple departments. The intent was for engagement to yield actionable data on par with
technical analysis to ensure the Land Plan was defensible and implementable. Engagement was conducted over
THREE PHASES that allowed the community to provide input that influenced major project milestones and the
eventual creation of the Plan Mount Holly document.
In total, the Plan Mount Holly engagement process generated 950+ TOUCHPOINTS, 30,000+ DATA POINTS, and
1,400+ COMMENTS.
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Confirm what we learned in the first
phase of the project; Collect input on
the Growth Strategy

Present key elements of the Land
Plan; Collect input on the plan before
writing the report

Steering Committee Mtg (6/19/19)

Steering Committee Mtg (9/25/19)

Steering Committee Mtg (2/12/20)

Stakeholder Symposium (7/25/19)

Public Workshop (12/3/19)

Online Survey (3/30/20 to 4/15/20)

Online Survey (7/25/19 to 9/13/19)

Council Briefing (2/10/20)

Steering Committee Mtg (4/30/20)

600+ Touchpoints

100+ Touchpoints

250+ Touchpoints

25,000+ Data Points

500+ Data Points

4,500+ Data Points

1,200+ Comments

50+ Comments

140+ Comments

Purpose
Educate participants on the plan’s
purpose and process; Collect input on
community vision and needs
Events

Public Workshop (8/27/19)
Participation

Key Takeaways
•

Growth is okay if it’s done right

•

Desire to protect the small town
feel and promote downtown

•
•

Importance of adequate parks
and transportation facilities
Desire for balance in the amount
and type of growth

•

Support for the Park Plan,
including facility and program
recommendations

•

Support for the growth strategy
and how it reflects community
input

•

Conversations about the amount
and type of growth

•

Support for the Future Land Use
Map and Framework Plan policies

•

Suggested modifications to the
focus area alternatives

•

Need to clearly define the place
types and intent for the focus
area concepts

Summaries and presentations for the engagement events are provided for reference.
June 2020
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Meeting Information
Date:

June 19, 2019

Location:

Mount Holly Municipal Center, Training Room

Time:

3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Objectives:

•

Introduce the project team and committee members

•

Provide background information on the planning process

•

Learn more about our starting point

•

Discuss community engagement goals and activities

•

Establish expectations for the plans

•

Begin to identify challenges and opportunities for the framework areas

Agenda

Attendees

•

Introductions

Jonathan Wilson

Kyle Baugh

•

Project Overview

Danny Jackson

Steve Blakley

Miles Braswell

Hat Heyward

Mark Jusko

Jonathan Whitehurst

•

•

•

Background

•

Process

•

Schedule

Starting Point
•

Current Conditions

•

Previous Plans

Discussion and Activities

Connor Sisk
Brian DuPont
Greg Beal
Mary Smith
Eddie Wilson
Phyllis Harris
Ed Olivares

•

What are your expectations?

Teraseta Ellerbe

•

What are our challenges and opportunities?

David Moore

•

Who should join the conversation?

•

Community Engagement – Goals and Activities

•

Next Steps

David Williams
Jennifer Bennett
Ray Patterson
Jeff High
Jeff Lee
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Discussion and Activities | Summary
While the meeting blended feedback for the Land Plan and Park Plan, the following summary is focused on key
outcomes relative to the Land Plan. During introductions, participants were asked to name the best thing about
Mount Holly. After a brief overview of the process, the meeting was organized around two questions: What are
your expectations? What are our challenges and opportunities?

What is the best thing about Mount Holly?
When asked to state the best thing about Mount Holly, Steering Committee members mentioned the following:
Great Place | Potential (x3) | Proactive | Small Town Feel | Lake/River
Enthusiasm | Parks & Recreation | Arts | Location | Identity | Downtown

What are your expectations?
Stated expectations for the Land Plan have been grouped into the following categories.
Identifying how the community wants to grow
•

To should where future growth should occur

•

To collect a diversity of input from the community

•

To establish a strong vision statement

Coordinating growth with community initiatives, infrastructure, and investments
•

To ensure infrastructure doesn’t fall behind growth rate

•

To make development parallel our "Connecting Community and Nature" slogan

•

To ensure community services (fire, police, etc.) can keep up with overall growth

Setting expectations for Mount Holly
•

To avoid Mount Holly looking like everywhere else (i.e. we need to stand out)

•

To establish clear ideas of how city wants to use and develop the land

•

To explain the city’s approach to growth and educate the public

Creating an actionable plan
•

To create a functional plan that is easily understood and can be implemented

•

To set clear, actionable goals and identify partnership opportunities

•

To provide practical guidance for next steps to achieve all the cool ideas.

June 19, 2019
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What are our challenges and opportunities?
The Steering Committee was introduced to eight framework plans that will respond to the preferred growth
strategy. It was noted that the format of each framework plan will consist of a map and supporting narrative,
and the framework plans will be compiled into a brief map book. To collect open-ended thoughts on each topic,
the Steering Committee was asked to write challenges and opportunities on sheets of colored paper, then post
the thoughts on the wall under the framework topic that’s most relevant to the individual thought. A complete
list of comments is provided below.

Community Resources | Leveraging arts, cultural, and historic assets
Challenges

Opportunities

• How can we ensure that all cultural groups are well
represented

• Growing arts and cultures participation from outside
city

• Diversity in interests

• Explain study area to public- what does it mean to us?

• Get full community feedback

• Promotion of historic resources

• Expanding the downtown business district

• Explore Mt Holly
• Number of community organizations that re engaged in
improving the community
• City staff and council support
• Community leaders openness to change

Community Services | Align fire, police, EMS, and school needs with the growth strategy
Challenges
• Community involvement

Opportunities
• Diversity
• We have a dedicated force of police, fire and ems who
truly care about the citizens

Economic Development | How market conditions relate to identify economic opportunities
Challenges

Opportunities

• Land owner cooperation when it comes to econ dev (IE
willing developers vs unwilling landowners)

• Location close to interstates, airport, and center city
Charlotte

• More industry

• Proximity to Mack/Charlotte

• Growth

• Growth

• Not enough restaurants to support/encourage visits

• Proximity to river

• Bring more eateries and galleries to town

• Regional growth and desire to live near the urban areas
but not in them. Mt Holly is a smaller feel communities
with natural resources with easy access to urban jobs.

• Multiple growing towns vying for resources

• Regional great location

June 19, 2019
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Housing | Housing supply and diversity goals based on the growth strategy
Challenges

Opportunities

• What density do we want to see?

• Great geographic area with growth

• More downtown housing

• Possible mixed use housing around Veterans Park

• Rising land values and affordable/quality housing
• Impact on services
• Educate public as to where housing will develop

Infrastructure | Physical needs to promote desired community growth
Challenges

Opportunities

• Traffic congestion

• public support for historic buildings and updating

• Dealing with railroad

• Excitement/energy to take advantage of the time is now

• Resources to support the emerging arts community

• Strong support for plans from city council and
management

• Funding
• Water Tower
• Budget/cost
• Structured parking for downtown

Land Use | Future land use map based on the place type palette
Challenges
• Obtaining diverse community input/engagement
• Convincing some that market demand is real and
smaller lots and diversity in lot size is not a bad thing.
• Creating actionable plans

Opportunities
• Creating more well thought out and master planned
communities, where one can age in place
• Shape future landscape of city
• Potential to expand the city limits to address all needs
• great neighborhoods/ compact residential
• Know what city wants before developers got here.
• Available land

Mobility | Mobility blueprint based on previous and ongoing plans
Challenges

Opportunities

• How to deal with east to west traffic circulation
• Explain and clarify what public transportation may be in
the future
• Aging population (or part of it)
• Sidewalk connectivity to neighborhoods

June 19, 2019
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Parks, Recreation, and Open Space | Summarize outcomes of the park plan
Challenges

Opportunities

• Adding athletic facilities, funding, land acquisition

• Greenway and natural resources

• People don't know about parks

• Veterans Park expansion

• Wide spread support for big ideas

• Excellent past palling effort and good ideas to build on

• More land

• More staff

• Budget implications

• land acquisition

• OandM constraints after parks are developed

• New Gym

• Diminishing State/Fed resources for PRT

• Adding greenways

• Funding

• Natural landscape/Open Space/Passive recreation

• Need developed parks up North

• Growth
• National trends support parks and green space
development as economic drivers
• Expand public use of parks
• Public support for parks
• Potential for partnerships for parks and development
• Greenways are terrific and used by public

June 19, 2019
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Overview
The first public workshop for Plan Mount Holly occurred on August 27, 2019 with a drop-in format that allowed
attendees to participate in a variety of interactive stations. Information generated by participants supplemented
feedback gathered during the June 19, 2019 Steering Committee Meeting, the July 25, 2019 Stakeholder
Symposium, and the MetroQuest survey that launched July 24, 2019. Collectively, this feedback will contribute
to the initial phase of the planning process. More than 45 people attended the workshop. This document
summarizes the Land Plan activities.
August 27, 2019 | Mount Holly Municipal Center, Training Room | 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.

Land Plan Activities
Where do you live? Work? Recreate?
One Word
Core Value Ranking
Thought Wall
How Should We Grow?
What is Mixed Use?
Where Should We Grow?
What Do You See?

August 27, 2019
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Activity Stations Summary
One Word
The One Word activity captured the community’s perception of and vision for areas of Mount Holly. The study
area, shown below, was loosely broken into different areas (e.g., Core, South, West, Northwest, North, and
Woods & Water). Participants were asked to write down one word that describes Mount Holly today and one
word that describes their vision for Mount Holly in the future. The following descriptions provide an overview of
these responses.
The Northern Edge was described as isolated,
limited, and empty today. Thoughts on the
ideal vision focused on creating a vibrant area
with planned development that is easily
accessible.
The Northwest area today was noted as
valued and accessible. The ideal vision builds
upon the existing assets of the area to include
more parks and further enhancements to
accessibility and connectivity throughout
Mount Holly.
The Woods & Water area today was
considered inaccessible, yet tranquil. Ideally,
this area would offer enhance park
accessibility and provide additional outdoor
recreational activities.
The West area was described as isolated and
underdeveloped today. The ideal vision of this
area is to create connectivity between parks
and create a variety of housing types.
In the Core, comments about Mount Holly
today included words such as “lacking” or
“underdeveloped.” When asked about the
ideal vision, the focus shifted to creating
connectivity and mobility.
The words describing the South area today focused on unwalkable areas with limited access and connectivity.
When speaking about an ideal future, participants envisioned a more developed and accessible area that acts as
gateway in and out of Mount Holly.

August 27, 2019
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Core Values + Thought Wall
This station used a two-part activity to emphasize the six Core Values from the Strategic Vision Plan Update.
First, participants selected two values they felt were most important to the development of the Land Plan and
indicated their preferences by placing dots on a board. Second, they wrote open-ended comments and posted
their responses under the most relevant value. Different colored paper was provided for priority comments and
general comments. These results are outlined below.
Priority Dots

Written Comments

Ranking

Dots

Priority

General

Total

Preserve and enhance
small town center

3

10

2

2

4

Continue to connect the
downtown core

1

21

6

1

7

Improve connections
throughout the city

2

19

2

2

4

Increase vibrancy through
art and placemaking

3

10

3

1

4

Enhance gateways and
first impressions

5

5

0

0

0

Advance the legacy of
visionary leadership

6

0

0

1

1

• There is a desire to create additional
and safer routes for bicycles from
downtown to other areas of Mount
Holly.
• The pedestrian and bicycle networks
need to be expanded and repaired to
promote safety for all users.
• The small-town feel should be
protected and maintained. Through
strategic planning, development should
focus on local businesses, affordable
and diverse housing types, and
emphasizing a sense of place while
maintaining the feel of Mount Holly.
• New outdoor recreation opportunities
are needed to meet the demands of
the growing community. Parks and
greenways should be a priority.
• Downtown should be the heart of
Mount Holly with community, school,
and cultural activities.

Thought Wall Comments
Downtown should be more pedestrian friendly. | Limit chain stores and restaurants throughout the city. | Make
it easy for people to get downtown. | Bring businesses to Mount Holly to increase spending and revenues. |
Continue to make downtown a focus of development. | Connect the core without losing small town character. |
As development occurs, maintain diversity and affordability. | Address the challenge of poorly maintained and
managed apartments near downtown. | Attract more restaurants and food choices. | Repair existing sidewalks
and bike lanes. | Construct more sidewalks on both sides of the street. | Encourage more art from local artists.

| Continue to add more recreational facilities. | Enhance parks and amenities. | Stay true to small town living
and keep local arts available for all. | Plan for an amphitheater more central to downtown for plays, pageants,
and school programs. | Offer diverse cultural activities to make people of all backgrounds feel welcome.

August 27, 2019
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How Should We Grow?
Growth in Mount Holly can take on many forms. While many other factors are at play, the workshop asked
participants how the community should grow. Participants viewed four boards and answered a prompt by
placing a dot along a spectrum.

HOW MUCH GROWTH
is ideal for Mount Holly?
20

What TYPE OF GROWTH
is ideal for Mount Holly?
20

17

15

15

10
5
0

8

7

10
1

0
1

2

3

4

A little

5

5
0

A lot

When asked how much growth is ideal for Mount Holly,
most participants indicated a moderate amount is
preferable. The average score was 3.09.

15
10
0

1
Mostly
SingleFamily

2

2

3

4

5
Most NonResidential

When asked what type of growth is ideal for Mount Holly,
most participants selected a balance between residential
and non-residential. The average score was 3.06.

15

1

0

4

5
Mostly
MultiFamily

When asked was type of housing they would like to
see in the future, most participants trended toward
a balance of single-family and multifamily options.
The average score was 2.15, which puts a little more
emphasis on single-family options. Comments
indicated that more multifamily housing is desirable
in appropriate places around the city.

August 27, 2019
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12

10

3

4

1

20

5

5

6

Would you like to see
MORE SHOPS OR MORE JOBS?

15

12

13

Mostly
Residential

What TYPE OF HOUSING
would you like to see in the future?
20

10

10

8

5
0

1
Mostly
Shops

2

3

2

2

4

5
Mostly
Jobs

When asked if they would like to see more shops
(retail/restaurants) or more jobs (office/industrial),
most participants leaned toward shops. The average
score was 2.18.
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What is Mixed Use?
The term “mixed-use” can mean different things to different people. Plan Mount Holly will likely recommend a
few different types of mixed-use where it makes the most sense in the study area. This station was designed to
better understand the community’s understanding of and desire for different types of mixed-use. Participants
were shown three types, and they indicated how much of each they would like to see in Mount Holly by placing
a dot on a spectrum from “a little” to “a lot”.
Lifestyle Mixed-Use Center
Lifestyle mixed use centers are larger in scale and often trend toward higher end retail as anchors. These centers integrate a
mixture of uses in a walkable, town center-style development. Public spaces often are an important part of the design.
(Examples: Birkdale Village, Huntersville; Mayfaire Town Center, Wilmington)
Larger in scale and takes up more land

•
•

Uses are mixed within buildings (vertical mixed use)

•

Public uses typically use the bottom floors (e.g. shops and restaurants)

•

Private uses typically use the upper-levels (e.g. housing, hotel rooms, offices)

•

Needs non-residential anchors (e.g. large retail, movie theatre, institutional)

•

Often works best as a new greenfield development

•

Could require a mixture of parking types

Neighborhood Mixed-Use Node
A neighborhood mixed use node is defined by being smaller in scale, though it can occur in a variety of settings. These
nodes can be a single building or a few blocks near downtown or integrated into a larger residential neighborhood.
(Examples: Baxter Village Town Center, Fort Mill; Merino Mill, Mooresville)
•

Smaller in scale

•

Uses are mixed within buildings (vertical mixed use)

•

Could be a standalone building in the downtown area or a small mixed-use anchor for a larger residential
development

•

Typically lacks larger anchor uses

•

Occurs as redevelopment or as a new greenfield development

•

Depending on setting, could require a mixture of parking types

Suburban Mixed-Use Center
A mixed-use suburban center offers residents the ability to live, shop, work, and play in one master planned community.
These centers take up quite a bit of land because the uses are in different buildings and located in separate nodes of the
development. A mixture of housing types and residential densities is common. (Examples: Baxter Village Town Center, Fort
Mill; Merino Mill, Mooresville)
•

Larger, master planned sites

•

Different buildings on the same site each fulfill a specific purpose (horizontal mixed use)

•

A mix of housing types, often with a lower residential density

•

Pedestrian accessibility can be concentrated within nodes on the property

•

Typically surface parked

August 27, 2019
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Lifestyle Mixed Use Center

A lot

0

2

4

5

6

8

10

14

12

14

3

4

5

3

10

2
A litte

12

6

1

8

Participants were somewhat
mixed about how many
Lifestyle Mixed-Use Centers are
appropriate in Mount Holly.
The average response was
2.66, which indicates a
preference for a little to
moderate amount of mixeduse centers. Comments on this
type of mixed-use noted how it
provides a way to introduce
more amenities to Mount
Holly.

Neighborhood Mixed-Use Node

A lot

0

2

4

5

6

8

10

3

4

12

3

13

A litte

2

3

1

2

Neighborhood Mixed-Use
Nodes were the most popular
type of mixed-use
development among
participants. The average
response was 3.33, which
shows a preference for a lot to
a moderate amount, relatively
speaking. One participant
noted that other cities in North
Carolina are seeing this
development type and sees it
as a great way to keep a smalltown feel.

Suburban Mixed-Use Center

A lot

0
5

2

4

8

10

12

14

0

4
3
2
A litte

6

1

August 27, 2019
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8

Suburban Mixed-Use Centers
were the least preferred type
of mixed use among meeting
participants. The average
response was 1.93. Comments
on this type of mixed-use
varied with some noting the
need for a limited amount in
strategic locations while others
worried that it this style will
lead to overgrowth.
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Where Should We Grow?
Mount Holly could grow in a variety of ways. And while factors outside the control of the city will influence the
amount and pace of growth, Plan Mount Holly will explore ways to attract and manage growth that supports
broader community goals. This station presented four scenarios that represented different ways Mount Holly
could grow based on responses to the prompts presented in the How Should We Grow? station. After reading
the descriptions, participants selected one scenario to be the starting point for developing options for the
preferred growth strategy. Participants were given a map on which to place dots that represented four types of
generalized land use (single-family residential, multi-family residential, shops, and jobs). The table below
explains the four scenarios and shows how many times each scenario was selected by a participant. Common
locations for each generalized land use type is shown on the maps that follow.
Description
Scenario 1 (Selected 8 times, 25.8%)

Residential
Type

Housing
Type

Shops vs
Jobs

Some

More
Residential

Balanced

More Shops

A lot

More NonResidential

More MultiFamily

More Jobs

Some

Balanced

Balanced

Balanced

A lot

More
Residential

Balanced

More Shops

Growth

Mount Holly continues to grow at a steady pace, but
the emphasis is on residential growth. This residential
growth includes a balance of single-family homes and
multifamily properties (townhomes, apartments, and
condos). The hope is also to attract more shops, even
if it means we don’t capture as many jobs here in
Mount Holly.
Scenario 2 (Selected 3 times, 9.7%)
Mount Holly works hard to capture a higher share of
the region’s growth, and the focus is on attracting
more jobs to Mount Holly. While residential growth
continues, we try to add more multifamily options
where it makes the most sense.
Scenario 3 (Selected 10 times, 32.3%)
Mount Holly continues to grow at a steady pace but
in an evenhanded way. We try to strike a balance
between residential and non-residential growth, even
if it means we miss out on a few opportunities. This
focus on balance includes the types of houses and
the split between shops and jobs.
Scenario 4 (Selected 10 times, 32.3%)
Mount Holly works hard to capture a higher share of
the region’s growth. While the emphasis is on
attracting new residents to the City, we do so by
providing a variety of housing options, from single
family homes to townhomes to apartments. We also
try to attract more stores and restaurants to serve
our growing population.

August 27, 2019
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The maps below show where participants tended to place land uses on their maps.
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What Do You See?
This activity was a variation of the traditional visual preference survey. Participants viewed 10 photos and wrote
words and phrases that describe what they see. The activity provided general insights into participants’ broader
views of development parks, open spaces, and mobility.
Image

1

2

3

Workshop Responses (duplicates omitted)
Open space

Beautiful

Scenic

Preserve

Outdoor activities

Relaxation

Parks

Greenspace

Nature

More

Good

Love the green

Bike friendly area

Ideal

Vibrant downtown

Relaxing

Spacious

Walkable

Peaceful

Accessible

Traffic free

Fun

Social

Growing downtown

Multifamily

Attractive

Overcrowded

No nature

Upscale living

Overdeveloped

Not a fan

Less

Up and coming

4

5

August 27, 2019

Peaceful

Play area

Public gathering space

Public park

Inviting

Recreation area

Family amenities

Aesthetically pleasing

A place to play

Awesome park

New park features

More

Good family growth

Single family suburban

Limited

Ugly subdivision

Too crowded

Too close together

Ugly subdivision

Overdeveloped

Not unique

Prefer smaller homes

Big family neighborhoods

Gross
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Image

6

7

8

9
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Workshop Responses (duplicates omitted)
Cute houses

Housing with character

Charming

Nice neighborhood

Expensive

New housing

Regeneration

Historical

Crowded

Single family

Preferred neighborhood

Neat

Economic growth

Commerce

Low-density offices

No character

New business

Work

Good jobs

Dated

Need places for business

Cold and ugly looking

Clean workplace

In certain locations

Not ideal

Certain locations

Too close together

Multi-family

Variety

Transformative

Crowded

Growth

Cramped

Refreshing

Great mixed-use

Live and work

Attractive

Not ideal

Activities

Positive development

Well planned

Nice eateries and shops

Higher density

Too much development

Greenway expansion

Family recreation

Bike paths

Trails

Paved bike trails

Area for children

Recreation

Essential to health

Nature

Community spaces

Healthy

Active

Love

Fun
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MetroQuest Survey
July 25, 2019 to September 13, 2019
Land Plan Summary

35%

30%

26
25%

10
50

100

150

200

250

20%

How long have you been associated with Mount Holly?

13.9%
25.5%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

15%

10%

10 to 19 years

15.0%
5 to 9 years
Less than 5 years

25.2%
0%

7.6% 50+ years
12.7%
35 to 49 years
20 to 34 years

5%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

7.5% Providing affordable housing

208
47

Making it easier to walk,
22.0% bike, or take transit

193
38

16.1% Preserving our neighborhoods

Our top priority…

110

0

written comments

12.1% Enhancing parks and open space

I live in or near Downtown Mount Holly.
I live in Mount Holly outside of Downtown.
I live outside Mount Holly.
I own a home in Mount Holly.
I work in Mount Holly.
I own a business in Mount Holly.
I go to school in Mount Holly.

1,000+

individual data points

29.2% Managing
traffic

20,000+

participants

13.0% Creating more jobs

461

0%

1
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written comments – Common Themes

Preferences | GROWTH
Future growth can bring new opportunities for the people who live, work,
and visit Mount Holly. Growth also creates challenges and requires
thoughtful considerations of how to accommodate it.
How much growth is ideal for Mount Holly?

Much
Less
Growth
8.7%

0%

Less Growth
19.4%

10%

20%

Neutral
17.4%

30%

40%

60%

Much
More
Growth
7.8%

70%

80%

90%

What type of housing would you like to see in the future?

20%

30%

A little more
Single‐Family
16.7%

40%

• Use growth to diversify housing.

60%

70%

80%

• Opinions differ on how much and
what types of housing should be our
focus.

• Some expressed concern about the
impact of multifamily housing on
schools, crime rate, traffic, etc.

Mostly Single‐Family
50.0%

50%

• Neighborhood design is important.

• Multifamily housing should be
walkable to downtown and local
destinations.

Mostly
Multifamily
2.6%

10%

• Mount Holly needs more businesses.

written comments – Common Themes

It’s becoming increasingly clear that people want to live in Mount Holly. In
the future, we may need to have more diverse housing options to continue
to attract new residents.

0%

• Make sure growth aligns with
infrastructure and community
services.

100%

Preferences | HOUSING

A little more About the same
Multifamily
18.2%
12.5%

• Growth can be good if managed
appropriately.
• Don’t let growth ruin the small town
feel.

More Growth
46.8%

50%

• Growth is inevitable, so we need to
be prepared.

90%

100%

2
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written comments – Common Themes

Preferences | TRANSPORTATION
Walking, bicycling, driving, or taking transit. How people move within and
through Mount Holly is an important part of daily life. Convenience is
important, but convenience means different things to different people.
Should Mount Holly focus on moving people or moving cars?

• A balanced transportation system is
important.
• People would like it to be easier to
walk and bike within Mount Holly
and to nearby communities and
places.
• Transit options were requested by
some participants.

Mostly
Moving
People
9.2%

Moving
People
12.4%

Balanced
47.9%

Moving Cars
14.1%

• The preference for most people to
travel by car was mentioned.

Mostly
Moving
Cars
16.4%

• Improving gateways to Mount Holly
are important.
• Several people noted the link
between growth and travel demand.

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

written comments – Common Themes

Preferences | PARKS
Mount Holly continues to embrace its slogan: Connecting Community &
Nature. As the City updates its park plan, it will consider new opportunities
for parks and open space throughout the study area.

• Many people expressed a desire for
specific types of parks and open
spaces. Natural spaces, walking
trails, sports courts, recreation
facilities, etc. were common
requests.

Should Mount Holly focus more on active places or natural spaces?

Mostly
Active
Places
10.1%

0%

More Active Places
27.3%

10%

20%

30%

About the Same
30.0%

40%

50%

60%

More Natural Spaces
20.9%

70%

80%

• Several people noted that the
existing parks are nice and well
maintained.

Mostly
Natural
Spaces
11.8%

90%

100%
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written comments – Common Themes

Preferences | CONNECTIONS

• Connections within Mount Holly and
to Mount Holly are needed.

Improving connections is an important part of the recent Strategic Vision
Plan Update. The purpose of these connections is an important
consideration for the growth strategy.

• People like being able to walk to
downtown.

Should we focus on connecting places within Mount Holly or connecting
to places outside the City?
Mostly to other
places
7.3%

Mostly within
Mount Holly
17.8%

STRATEGIES

0%

10%

More within Mount Holly
31.0%

20%

30%

LAND USE

40%

About the Same
21.7%

50%

60%

More to other places
22.2%

70%

80%

90%

• Desirable connections include to
downtown, the river, nearby
communities, etc.
• Connecting Mount Holly to other
places will increase options for local
investments.
• Access to transit would be helpful.

100%

Plan Mount Holly will feature an official future land use map that’s created based on
a preferred growth strategy. The following statements will help inform the creation
of growth alternatives. How much do you agree with each statement?

GROWTH SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED...

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

AVERAGE

…near downtown.

8.4% 4.5% 13.7%

25.0%

48.4%

AVERAGE

…near the edges of Mount Holly.

13.2%

9.5%

30.0%

22.9%

24.5%

AVERAGE

9.5%

…along existing corridors.

11.4%

…where its most efficient to provide community
services.

8.8% 6.4%

…in a way that preserves land for future
opportunities.

31.1%

23.0%

25.1%

AVERAGE

20.9%

21.1%

42.8%

AVERAGE

4.3%5.1%

16.7%

22.6%

51.2%
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7/25/19 ‐ 9/13/19

HOUSING

Housing will be an important consideration for Plan Mount Holly. The following
statements will help inform the creation of a housing strategy that responds to how
we want to grow. How much do you agree with each statement?

OUR HOUSING STRATEGY SHOULD...

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

…increase housing diversity (type, price, etc.).

17.5%

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

AVERAGE

13.3%

25.5%

14.3%

29.4%

AVERAGE

…focus on creating new neighborhoods.

…promote the vibrancy of existing neighborhoods.

14.2%

25.3%

3.4%

1.8%

3.4%

…support existing and future employment needs.

STRATEGIES

15.4%

3.7%

…create more walkable places.

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

23.3%

2.6%

2.6%

30.0%

15.1%

16.2%

AVERAGE

55.1%

AVERAGE

9.4%

19.4%

64.1%

AVERAGE

13.3%

20.4%

61.1%

Strong and sustainable economic investment is important for the future of Mount
Holly. The following statements will help inform future economic development
opportunities. How much do you agree with each statement?
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

OUR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY SHOULD...

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

2.1%

…protect the City’s most important economic
development locations.
…diversify opportunities for our residents.

…fill gaps in our local economy.
…reflect the skills of our existing and future
workforce.
…capture regional opportunities.

2.7%
4.0%

2.4%
3.2%

2.7%
3.3%

4.6%
5.2%

3.0%

AVERAGE

19.0%

30.6%

45.6%

AVERAGE

26.0%

30.3%

37.3%

AVERAGE

19.8%

31.1%

43.2%

AVERAGE

20.3%

32.8%

39.0%

AVERAGE

18.8%

26.4%

46.7%
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7/25/19 ‐ 9/13/19

MOBILITY

A framework plan for mobility will ensure the preferred growth strategy is supported by a
balanced multimodal transportation system. The following statements will help inform the
mobility strategy. How much do you agree with each statement?
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

IN THE FUTURE, MOUNT HOLLY SHOULD...

4.0%

…be a more walkable place.

4.5%

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

AVERAGE

14.3%

19.6%

57.7%

AVERAGE

11.9%

17.0%

…be ready for new transit service.

5.3%

…have a more accessible Downtown.

4.0%

21.4%

17.3%

32.4%

AVERAGE

17.1%

21.1%

52.5%

AVERAGE

…have more welcoming entryways to Mount Holly.

10.6% 7.1%

23.1%

14.4%

44.8%

1.3%

…limit traffic congestion where possible.

1.3%
7.4%

AVERAGE

15.6%

74.3%
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Meeting Information
Date:

September 25, 2019

Location:

Mount Holly Municipal Center, Training Room

Time:

3:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Objectives:

•

Provide a summary of key takeaways from initial engagement activities

•

Park Plan
o Discuss opportunities for new and enhanced parks
o Identify capital priorities

•

Land Plan
o Discuss preliminary Land Use Principles
o Identify three growth options for additional study

Agenda
•

Attendees

Welcome
•

•

•

•

Brief Update on Process and Schedule

Park Plan

Jonathan Wilson

Kyle Baugh

Miles Braswell

Steve Blakley

Mark Jusko

Laura Handleton

Connor Sisk

Hat Heyward

Brian DuPont

Jonathan Whitehurst

•

What We Heard

•

New Park Opportunities – Locations and Amenities

Greg Beal

•

Capital Priorities – Where Should We Spend Our Money?

Mary Smith

Land Plan
•

What We Heard

•

Land Use Principles

•

Growth Strategies

Next Steps

Brandon Livingston
Eddie Wilson
Teraseta Ellerbe
David Moore
Lauren Shoemaker
Molly D'Avria
Jennifer Bennett
Ray Patterson
Jeff High
Jeff Lee

September 25, 2019
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Notes | Land Plan
The Land Use Plan portion of the agenda began with a brief overview of the study area, purpose of the plan, and
summary of the process.

Key Themes and Takeaways - Engagement
Key themes and takeaways from the first phase of engagement (Steering Committee Meeting #1, Stakeholder
Symposium, Workshop #1, and MetroQuest Survey) were discussed. These themes include:
•

Small town future.

•

Promote downtown.

•

Connect people and places.

•

Growth is okay if it’s done right.

•

Parks and natural places add value today (and tomorrow).

•

Make Mount Holly multimodal (but still move the cars).

•

Too much or too little? Be balanced.

•

Mixed-use should be in the right place at the right scale.

Land Use Considerations
As the process shifts toward developing growth alternatives, the following considerations were discussed:
•

Community Needs | What do we need?
While initial ideas were summarized in the Community Characteristics Report, community needs will
continue to be assessed throughout the planning process.

•

Community Wants | What do we want?
It was noted that community wants were determined in part through the engagement activities as
summarized in the key themes and takeaways.

•

Market Appropriateness | What will the market support?
While we can determine what the market will support, it was emphasized at the meeting that it’s okay
to seek ways to stretch the market to help achieve broader community initiatives.

•

Property Rights | How do we balance ownership rights with development rights?
The intent of this discussion was to ensure committee members understood the balancing act between
private property and the regulations that governs it.

September 25, 2019
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Land Use Principles
The committee was presented with nine draft land use principles that will help guide the creation of the growth
strategy. The ensuing discussion helped the project team learn more about the committee’s level of support for
the principles. A summary of the discussion is provided below.
Community Core
It was noted that one core probably isn’t the answer based in part on geography. The committee discussed what
the different cores would look like, including a northern core focused on shopping, restaurants, and recreation.
The committee felt the Community Core needs to be focused on downtown to maintain the small-town feel,
whereas other cores should not seek to replicate downtown but rather compliment it. The multiple cores should
help diversify the Mount Holly experience for residents, employees, visitors, and investors. Each core should
have its own identity and help make the city more attractive to people with different perspectives.
Community Corridors
The committee supported the intent of this principle but noted that the Town needs to look at growth that’s
occurring outside of Mount Holly in each direction—north, south, east, and west. The focus should be on getting
ahead of growth and setting expectations for the amount, type, and look of new development. The committee
expressed a desire for setting expectations for transportation design and noted that street design is a critical
input to community character, especially in our treasured places.
Community Gateways
When discussing this principle, the committee noted that art should be mentioned as a contributing factor to
gateway treatments. The northern gateway was discussed at length, and it was noted that the city should try to
leverage the future 900-acre development to the extent possible to provide a greater gateway opportunity. The
committee agreed that the northern gateway is the city’s best opportunity for an enhanced gateway.
Infill Development
This principle spoke to the need to leverage Mount Holly’s established areas to promote vibrancy, provide
continuity, and maximize efficiency of future growth. The committee discussed the need to think beyond
downtown when looking at infill opportunities (e.g. the Catawba Heights area, Dotson Trailerpark, and other
areas east of NC 273). Infill development should be sensitive to displacement.
Housing Diversity
When discussing the need for and benefit of housing diversity, the committee noted that increasing the amount
of multifamily housing can help respond to shifting demographics locally and regionally. The committee noted
the influence on millennials and baby boomers as drivers for housing diversity. The community bias against
rental properties was discussed, and it was noted that the bias has begun to fade. Housing diversity should be
emphasized throughout the study area, where appropriate.
Commercial Development
When presented with a land use principle focused on promoting retail investment, the committee noted the
similarities of the conversation regarding the Community Core principle. The committee favored focusing

September 25, 2019
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commercial development in nodes while also allowing gateways to capture retail at larger scales to preserve the
small-town feel of Mount Holly. It was noted that a big challenge is land owner cooperation.
Neighborhood Design
This land use principle was presented as a way to emphasize the aesthetics, character, and connectivity of
existing and potential neighborhoods. The committee agreed that neighborhoods have a strong influence on
broader sense of community. The city is doing a good job with neighborhood design because of current design
standards.
Employment Centers
When discussing how and where the city should target new employment growth, the committee agreed that
employment cores should be kept together. It was noted that the plan should identify strategic sites for future
employment growth while seeking balance among employment types. In general, the benefits of employment
growth relative to the tax base should be emphasized.
Community Identity
The committee had fewer comments on this land use principle that references the need to create and maintain
a recognizable community identity through design cues, design guidelines, and consistency of design features.

September 25, 2019
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Public Workshop #2 | Summary

Overview
The second public workshop for Plan Mount Holly occurred on December 3, 2019 with a drop-in format that
allowed attendees to visit several information stations related to project information and input received to date.
The event was a joint meeting to present the draft Park Plan and the Land Plan’s preferred growth strategy. The
preferred growth strategy was displayed for comments ahead of creating the future land use map, framework
plans, and focus area concepts. As the method for collecting input on the Land Plan, participants responded to
comment prompts related to engagement and the preferred growth strategy.
December 3, 2019 | Mount Holly Municipal Center, Training Room | 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
Land Plan Stations: Project Background ~ What We Learned ~ What We Heard ~ What We’re Considering

Key Takeaways
•

Support for the Park Plan, including facility and program recommendations

•

Support for the growth strategy and how it reflects community input

•

Conversations about the amount and type of growth

December 3, 2019
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Council Briefing

Plan Mount Holly…

February 10, 2020

…began in summer 2019 and builds on
previous planning efforts such as the
Strategic Vision Plan Update.
…includes a preferred growth strategy
that will help guide a variety of
community elements—from land use to
transportation to community services.
…will be completed in June 2020.

How the Plans Relate
Branding

The Park Plan

Planning Process

Sequencing

Engagement

• Fully updated park plan (first update since 2010) To Parks &th Rec Commission
• Includes recommendations for facilities,
programs, branding, marketing, and
organizational structure

January 28

To City Council
February 7th

The Land Plan will provide general guidance as land use decisions are
considered. It reflects the vision from the Strategic Vision Plan Update
and land use principles that provide broader direction for the future
of Mount Holly.
Strategic Vision
Plan Update

Land Use Plan +
(Future Land Use Map)

Zoning Ordinance +
(Zoning Map)

Establishes a set of core
values and takes a
deeper dive into
corridors and districts
throughout Mount Holly.

Provides a snapshot, years into
the future, of Mount Holly’s
preferred future mix of land uses.

Provides a regulatory map
showing what uses are permitted
today

Serves as a guide for staff and
elected officials as growth and
development decisions are made.

Implements the zoning ordinance
(Mount Holly’s “rule book” for
development).

Deliverables
1 | Community Characteristics
Report
2 | Guiding Statements
3 | Preferred Growth Strategy
Report
4 | Draft Focus Area Concepts
& Framework Plans
5 | Draft Strategy Board &
Action Plan
6 | Draft Report
7 | Final Report
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The Study Area

Simplified Process

More than just the city limits…
Study Area
City
Community
Characteristics

Conceptual
Growth Ideas
(with map)

Community
Input

Preferred
Growth
Strategy

Framework
Plans

33.8 Square Miles
10.9 Square Miles

We’ve been in a pattern of growth…

24,212 Population
10.7%

Extensive engagement that yields actionable data.

Stakeholder Symposium
7/25/19
Online Survey
7/25/19 to 9/13/19
Public Workshops
8/27/19
12/3/19
3/19/20
Presentations to City Council
Mid‐Progress Review
Presentations for Adoption

Growth Strategy – Wish List
Protect and promote the small town future.
Leverage and promote downtown.
Connect people and places, be multimodal, and still move cars.
Embrace growth as an opportunity.
Acknowledge that parks and natural places add value.
Strike a balance with the amount and type of new growth.
Accommodate growth in existing and future centers.
Encourage mixed‐use centers in the right place and at the right scale.

in housing units
since 2010

What We Heard Steering Committee | Stakeholder Symposium | Workshops | MetroQuest
Key Themes and Takeaways

Steering Committee Meetings
2 of 4 Completed

13.3% since 2010

600+

Touch Points

• Small town future.
25,000+ Data Points
• Promote downtown.
• Connect people and places.
• Growth is okay if it’s done right.
• Parks and natural places add value
today (and tomorrow).
• Make Mount Holly multimodal
(but still move the cars).
• Too much or too little? Be balanced.
• Mixed‐use should be in the right
place at the right scale.

1,200+

Written
Comments

Vision (As presented in the Strategic Vision Plan Update)
Mount Holly is a place of neighbors. We are rooted in respect for one another, the history
of our community, and a welcoming spirit for people who choose this place to be their
home or place of business.
We preserve and enrich the distinctive character that is rooted in our small town feel.
This character is embodied by our historic downtown and our stunning setting along the
Catawba River. Our town and natural environment nourish art and creativity. We strive to
cultivate an active community with unique experiences in the place we call home.
We recognize our role in a dynamic metropolitan region and know that we will thrive
through growth that respects the spirit of Mount Holly; practices stewardship of
our environment; and nurtures business, entrepreneurs, and jobs for our
people. While we grow we will continue to be the place that connects
community and nature.
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Conceptual Growth Ideas and Map

Preferred Growth Strategy
• Organized around a set of high‐level character
types that influence the land use and character
of a particular area.
• Character types grouped
into Centers, Corridors,
and Areas.

Place Types (DRAFT)

Downtown

Building Blocks for the
Future Land Use Map

Neighborhood Residential

Process

Rural Residential and Agriculture

1. Framework Plans

• Represent different land use types
and development patterns existing in
or envisioned for Mount Holly
• Help communicate the look or feel of
a place
• Have unique settings, development
patterns, and visual qualities
• Help convey development
characteristics (e.g. density, building
heights, land use mix, transportation)

Community Corridor

2. Focus Areas

Industrial

3. Action Plan

Core Residential

Sensitive Areas
North Gateway Center
South Gateway Center
West Gateway Center

Next Steps

4. Documentation
5. Adoption

Meetings
2/12/20 | Steering Committee #3
3/19/20 | Workshop #3
4/8/20 | Steering Committee #4
6/1/20 | Planning Commission
6/8/20 | City Council

Catawba Heights Neighborhood Center
Sandy Ford Neighborhood Center
Tuckaseege Neighborhood Center

Thank You!
Council Briefing
February 10, 2020
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Steering Committee
Meeting #3
February 12, 2020

Objectives
o Summarize progress to date with an
emphasis on the Preferred Growth
Strategy
o Introduce the draft future land use map
o Describe the purpose and intent for the
other framework plans
o Collect ideas on two focus areas

A REMINDER!

The Land Plan provides general guidance as land
use decisions are considered. It reflects the vision from the Strategic
Vision Plan Update and community‐based land use principles that
provide broader direction for the future of Mount Holly.

The Park Plan
• Fully updated park plan (first update since 2010)
• Includes recommendations for facilities,
programs, branding, marketing, and
organizational structure

December 2019

Online Survey

Steering Stakeholder
Committee Symposium

Establishes a set of core
values and takes a
deeper dive into
corridors and districts
throughout Mount Holly.

Provides a snapshot, years into
the future, of Mount Holly’s
preferred future mix of land uses.

Provides a regulatory map
showing what uses are permitted
today

Serves as a guide for staff and
elected officials as growth and
development decisions are made.

Implements the zoning ordinance
(Mount Holly’s “rule book” for
development).

Simplified Process

We are here!

3
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1

Zoning Ordinance +
(Zoning Map)

Preferred Growth Strategy

Community Characteristics
7/25/19

Land Use Plan +
(Future Land Use Map)

Public Hearing upcoming!

September 2019

6/19/19

Strategic Vision
Plan Update

Public
Workshop
v
8/27/19

9/25/19

Public
Workshop
v
12/10/19

2
Steering
Committee

Community
Characteristics

Community
Input

Conceptual
Growth Ideas
(with map)

Preferred
Growth
Strategy

Future Land
Use Map
…and other
Framework
Plans…

Deliverables

June 2020

March 2020

Reporting and Communication

Plan Development
5

4
2/10/20

2/12/20
3

Mid‐Progress
Review

Steering
Committee

Public
Workshop
v
3/19/20

6
4/8/20

3 | Growth Strategy Report

7
6/1/20 & 6/8/20

4
Steering
Committee

1 | Community Characteristics
Report
2 | Guiding Statements

4 | Draft Focus Area Concepts
& Framework Plans
5 | Draft Strategy Board &
Action Plan
6 | Draft Report

Refine map &
add more detail

Refine map &
add more detail

7 | Final Report

Presentations to Planning
Commission and City Council
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Growth Strategy Report

Touchpoints + Data Points + Comments = Actionable Data
Steering Committee Meetings
Today is meeting 3 of 4!
Stakeholder Symposium
7/25/19
Online Survey
7/25/19 to 9/13/19
Public Workshops
8/27/19
12/3/19
3/19/20 (SAVE THE DATE!)
Presentations to City Council
2/10/20 Council Briefing
Presentations for Adoption
Growth Strategy Report | Pages 4‐13

12/3/19 Public Open House
o Joint meeting to present
the draft Park Plan and
Preferred Growth
Strategy
o Support for the Park
Plan, including facility
and program
recommendations
o Support for the growth
strategy and how it
reflects community input
o Conversations about the
amount and type of
growth

What We Heard (A reminder!)
Key Themes and Takeaways

600+

Touch Points

• Small town future.
• Promote downtown.
25,000+ Data Points
• Connect people and places.
• Growth is okay if it’s done right.
• Parks and natural places add value
today (and tomorrow).
• Make Mount Holly multimodal
(but still move the cars).
• Too much or too little? Be balanced.
• Mixed‐use should be in the right
place at the right scale.

1,200+

Written
Comments

Growth Strategy Report | Pages 4‐13

Vision (As presented in the Strategic Vision Plan Update)

Land Use Principles (Revised)

Multiple Centers

Mount Holly is a place of neighbors. We are rooted in respect for one another, the history of
our community, and a welcoming spirit for people who choose this place to be their home or
place of business.

o The principles are based on
community input from the Steering
Committee, stakeholders, and public.

Corridors & Gateways

We preserve and enrich the distinctive character that is rooted in our small town feel. This
character is embodied by our historic downtown and our stunning setting along the Catawba
River. Our town and natural environment nourish art and creativity. We strive to cultivate an
active community with unique experiences in the place we call home.

o An initial set of nine principles were
discussed at the previous Steering
Committee Meeting.

We recognize our role in a dynamic metropolitan region and know that we will thrive
through growth that respects the spirit of Mount Holly; practices stewardship of our
environment; and nurtures business, entrepreneurs, and jobs for our people. While
we grow we will continue to be the place that connects community and nature.
Growth Strategy Report | Pages 24‐27

o The principles guided the creation of
the growth strategy. Therefore, the
principles also will guide the Future
Land Use Map and other framework
plans.
Growth Strategy Report | Pages 24‐27

Unique centers throughout the City will provide a
higher intensity mixture of uses.

Critical corridors and gateway nodes will link
people, places, and opportunities.

Infill Opportunities
Development opportunities in established areas
near downtown and beyond will be promoted.

Housing Diversity
Mount Holly will continue to integrate different
housing types into the community where
appropriate.

Design & Identity
Community design cues will promote the
uniqueness of Mount Holly and add lasting value.
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Conceptual Growth Ideas and Map

Preferred Growth Strategy

Protect and promote the small town future.

• Uses character types (Centers, Corridors, and
Areas) to show preferred land use and character

Leverage and promote downtown.

• Four Primary Activity Centers (North, West,
South, and Downtown)

Connect people and places, be multimodal, and still move cars.

• Two Community Corridors (NC‐273 and NC‐27)
• Urban character prevails Downtown and in
surrounding neighborhoods within walking,
biking, or short driving distance

Embrace growth as an opportunity.
Acknowledge that parks and natural places add value.

• Areas immediately to the north, west, and
south toward I‐85 maintain suburban character

Strike a balance with the amount and type of new growth.

• Northwest portion of the study area limits
short‐term development to preserve rural
character

Accommodate growth in existing and future centers.
Encourage mixed‐use centers in the right place and at the right scale.

Growth Strategy Report | Pages 28‐29

Place Types

Growth Strategy Report | Pages 30‐32

Future Land Use Map

Downtown

Building Blocks for the
Future Land Use Map

Core Residential
Neighborhood Residential

• Represent different land use types and
development patterns existing in or
envisioned for Mount Holly

Protect and promote the small town future.

Rural Residential and Agriculture

Leverage and promote downtown.

Community Corridor

Connect people and places, be multimodal, and still move cars.

• Help communicate the look or feel of a
place

Industrial

• Have unique settings, development
patterns, and visual qualities

Gateway Center

Acknowledge that parks and natural places add value.

•
•
•

Strike a balance with the amount and type of new growth.

Sensitive Areas

• Help convey development characteristics
(e.g. density, building heights, land use
mix, transportation)
See Place Type Descriptions Handout

North
South
West

Neighborhood Centers
•
•
•

Catawba Heights
Sandy Ford
Downtown South

Framework Plans

Embrace growth as an opportunity.

Accommodate growth in existing and future centers.
Encourage mixed‐use centers in the right place and at the right scale.

See Future Land Use Map Handout

Focus Areas

What: Topical plans that respond to the Preferred Growth Strategy
Format: Map + supporting narrative with a focus on policy and program recommendations
Land Use

Mobility

Economic Development

Parks, Recreation,
and Open Space

Map | Future Land Use Map

Map | Mobility Tiers

Map | Opportunity Tiers

Example Policies | Potential
code changes, Development
considerations

Policies | Complete streets,
transit‐ready development,
emerging technologies

Policies | Partnerships,
market opportunities

Map | Facility
Recommendations

Infrastructure

Community and
Cultural Resources

Community Services

Housing

Map | Growth Tiers

Map | Asset Inventory

Map | Service Tiers

Map | Diversity Index

Policies | Prioritization
options for investment
decisions

Policies | Considerations for
historical preservation and
public art

Policies | Partnerships with
schools and non‐profit
groups

Policies | Ways to assess
housing diversity and
affordability

Policies | Programs, policies,
and organizational changes

The Focus Areas allow a more detailed look at two locations
in the study area selected based on the Future Land Use
Map. Two exhibits will be created.
Existing Conditions

Future Concept

• Land uses and development
considerations

• Preferred development
patterns and land uses

• Transportation network

• Connectivity improvements

• Natural and manmade
barriers

• Market strategies and site
opportunities

• Market considerations

• Precedent images

Group Activity
• Help us determine each area’s identity and
contribution to Town‐wide goals and initiatives.
• Describe future land uses.
• Brainstorm what is needed to achieve your vision
for the area.

North
Gateway Center

Catawba Heights
Neighborhood Center
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North Gateway Center

Catawba Heights Neighborhood Center

Strengths

Strengths

• Greenfield development opportunities along the
fast‐growing NC 16 corridor

• Potential to capitalize on growth momentum driven
by access and proximity to I‐85/273 corridors

• Potential to capitalize on regional growth momentum
and close the gap between development in eastern
Lincoln County and northwestern Charlotte

• Proximity to Belmont Abbey area and proposed
CaroMont medical center

• Transportation infrastructure (existing and potential)
that supports a wide range of uses
• Large parcels support integrated development
patterns at a scale attractive to larger‐scale
developers

Challenges
• Competition from nearby growth nodes (River Bend,
eastern‐Lincoln County) could divert opportunity from
this node in the short‐term
• Growth patterns in the region suggest this is a
longer‐term hold for development
• Natural and manmade constraints need consideration

Next Steps
Process

Meetings

1. Framework Plans

3/19/20 | Workshop #3

• Potential to leverage established neighborhoods and
the growing Belmont‐Mount Holly Road corridor

2. Focus Areas

Challenges

3. Action Plan

• Established neighborhood would require assembling
properties into reasonably sized development pads

4. Documentation

6/1/20 | Planning Commission

• National and chain retailers would likely seek more
visible locations with development‐ready sites

5. Adoption

6/8/20 | City Council

4/8/20 | Steering Committee #4

• Achievable commercial rents along the Belmont‐
Mount Holly Road corridor may be too low to support
new construction
• Likely would be slow to show impactful change in the
short‐term, even with policy changes that support
greater intensity or infill development

Thank You!
Steering Committee
Meeting #3
February 12, 2020
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MetroQuest Survey
March 30, 2020 to April 15, 2020

What We Heard
Key Takeaways
Future Land Use Map
Participants indicated support for the Future Land Use Map, however a few changes to the
draft plan are needed. The Land Plan document needs to clearly describe the intent of each
place type, particularly for downtown, the centers, and residential areas.
Focus Areas
Participants provided direction on the two focuses areas. As expected, each of the
alternatives needs to be modified and clearly explained in the Land Plan document.
Framework Plans
Participants express support for the policies presented for Land Use; Mobility; Parks,
Recreation, and Open Space; Housing; and Economic Development. More information was
requested regarding future housing strategies.
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At a Glance
What is
MetroQuest?

250

4,500+

participants

individual
data points

140+

written
comments

An online survey designed to educate the public about the Land Use Plan and collect
feedback on the draft using five interactive and visual screens

How long was the
survey active?

March 30, 2020 to April 15, 2020

How was it
advertised?

Social media (City + Community)

What were
participants asked?

Provide feedback on the
draft Future Land Use Map

Plan Mount Holly Mailing List
Rate alternatives for
two focus areas

Word of mouth

Rate policies for five
topical framework plans

At a Glance
250

100

Daily Participants
Aggregate

200

80

15‐Apr

14‐Apr

13‐Apr

12‐Apr

11‐Apr

10‐Apr

9‐Apr

8‐Apr

7‐Apr

0
6‐Apr

0
5‐Apr

20

4‐Apr

50

3‐Apr

40

2‐Apr

100

1‐Apr

60

31‐Mar

150

30‐Mar

Timeline of
Participation

MEDIA BLITZ
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Participant Profile
How have you helped with
Plan Mount Holly?

17.4%

I live in or near Downtown Mount Holly.

26.5%
30.5%

I live in Mount Holly outside of Downtown.

40%

38.3%

48.1%
6.0%

I live outside Mount Holly.

8.8%
7.4%

I work in Mount Holly.

Survey 1

9.4%
4.1%

I own a business in Mount Holly.

Survey 2

4.4%

30%

1.6%

20%

30%

40%

50%
20%

20.1%

10%

24.5%

2.8%
0%

20 to 34
years

35 to 49
years

50+
years

25.2%

15.0%

25.5%

13.9%

12.7%

7.6%

Survey
Survey
1 #1

Survey
Survey
2 #2

33.8%

15.2%

26.2%

13.1%

10%

3.4% 8.3%
0%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

I saw information
on Facebook.

10 to 19
years

I took the first
online survey.

5 to 9
years

I attended
a meeting.

Less than 5 years

17.1%

How long have you been associated with Mount Holly?

I visited the
project website.

I go to school in Mount Holly.

100%

Future Land Use Map
The Ask

The Future Land Use Map is the centerpiece of Plan Mount Holly. The nine place types
from the map were grouped into similar categories. Participants were asked to review the
maps, rate each map on a scale of one to five stars, and provide an optional comment.
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Future Land Use Map
DOWNTOWN

4.04
stars

1. Strong support for the Future Land
Use Map’s Downtown vision.

The Downtown area represents
the historic and civic heart of
Mount Holly. This area is intended
have an urban character that
blends the old with the new and
integrates parks and open spaces
in intentional ways. Development
includes both new and adaptively
reused historic buildings that
support a mix of employment,
commercial, entertainment, civic,
and residential uses in single‐use
and vertically mixed‐use
buildings. Buildings frame
attractive, pedestrian‐scale
streets.

Future Land Use Map
CENTERS & CORRIDORS
The Centers and Corridors
grouping includes three different
place types. The Community
Corridors link gateways,
commercial nodes, employers,
destinations, and neighborhoods.
These areas should have a unified
approach that balances
aesthetics, development
potential, and transportation
needs. The Gateway Centers and
Neighborhood Centers are activity
centers with a mixture of uses.
The scale of the development and
mix of uses varies.

Key Takeaways

2. Desire for more types of businesses,
including shops and restaurants.
3. Emphasis on historic preservation.

Summary of Comments
• Some participants expressed concern
about multifamily housing.
• Some participants wanted Downtown
to be better connected to the river.
• Some participants noted that the
areas around and near Downtown
need to be improved in support of
Downtown.

3.86
stars

Key Takeaways
1. Support for the Centers and
Corridor approach to these areas.
2. Centers should have unique
identities and not compete directly
with Downtown.
3. Gateways are important.
Summary of Comments
• Some participants wanted clarity on
the intent of each Center.
• Some participants expressed concern
about the size of some of the
Centers.
• Some participants noted the need to
maintain Mount Holly’s small town
character.
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Future Land Use Map
RESIDENTIAL

3.85
stars

1. Support for how the residential
areas are presented in the map.

This grouping includes three
different place Types. Core
Residential includes
neighborhoods close to
downtown that should maintain
their unique character while
adding more housing types where
appropriate. While Neighborhood
Residential accounts for today's
suburban‐style, lower density
neighborhoods, new
development could include more
housing types. Rural Residential
and Agriculture areas are
intended to remain rural with to
preserve working lands, limit the
cost to serve new development.

Future Land Use Map
OTHER AREAS
This grouping includes two place
types. The Industrial designation
consists of the City’s existing base
of industrial centers that support
manufacturing and production at
a variety of scales. These areas
are near major transportation
assets (highway and/or rail) and
have transitional uses or
landscape buffer to adjacent
properties. Sensitive Areas are
conservation areas identified in
the Strategic Vision Plan Update
and/or designated 100‐year
floodplains.

Key Takeaways

2. Questions of how residential areas
can promote different price points.
3. Residential growth needs to be
coordinated.
Summary of Comments
• Some participants expressed concern
about the recent rate of growth.
• Some participants expressed differing
views on how much Neighborhood
Residential is appropriate.

3.82
stars

Key Takeaways
1. Strong support for Sensitive Areas,
especially along creeks as a wildlife
corridor.
2. Mixed opinions on Industrial uses.
3. Preference for additional light
industrial opportunities.
Summary of Comments
• Participants provided a mix of
comments on industrial, including a
desire for more light industrial and
less emphasis on heavy industrial.
• Some participants highlighted the
need to protect environmentally
sensitive areas.
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Future Land Use Map
COMPOSITE MAP
The Future Land Use Map is a
compilation of the nine place
types to show what the study
area could look like in the future.
In some locations, the map
represents what is there today. In
other areas, the map shows
Mount Holly’s preferred future
mix of land uses and
development patterns.

4.02
stars

Key Takeaways
1. Strong support for the Future Land
Use Map
2. Need to clarify the purpose and
intent of the land use categories.
3. Desire to promote Downtown and
the South Gateway.
Summary of Comments
• Several participants expressed
support for the intent of the future
land use map.
• Differing opinions on the Gateway
Centers, including size and purpose.

Focus Areas
The Ask

The Focus Areas take a more detailed look at two locations in the study area. Participants
learned more about the locations and rated two alternatives for each area on a scale of
one to five stars. Some participants provided an optional comment.
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The two locations are the North Gateway Center
and the Catawba Heights Neighborhood Center.
For each focus area, participants were given
information about existing conditions, strengths
and challenges, and two alternatives.
Participants rated each alternative on a scale of 1
to 5 and provided an optional comment.

North Gateway Center
Alternative A
2.50 stars

Alternative B
3.88 stars

Key Takeaways
A blended alternative is preferred that
includes more single‐family residential in
the southern portion of the focus area.
North of NC 16, opinions were mixed but a
preferred option could include a mix of
employment uses with greenspace near the
river. The new connection to NC 16 should
be shown, with the intent to develop the
adjacent areas as a commercial node.
Future multifamily housing needs to be
balanced with demand and available
infrastructure.
PURPLE | Mixed‐Use
RED | Commercial
ORANGE | Multi‐Family Housing
YELLOW | Single‐Family Housing
GRAY| Preserve Neighborhood
BLUE | Flex Business and Warehouses
GREEN | Preserve Open Space
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Catawba Heights Neighborhood Center
Alternative A
3.10 stars

Alternative B
3.19 stars

Key Takeaways
The preferred option would blend
characteristics of the two alternatives and
fully leverage future light rail should it be
extended to the Belmont area. This
preferred option also would take into
account the planned hospital. This focus
area is envisioned to include a gateway
node and neighborhood‐scale commercial
uses along the main corridors and more
diverse (types, styles, and prices) of
housing. Future changes would need to be
coordinated with transportation
improvements, where appropriate.

PURPLE | Mixed‐Use Gateway
RED | Commercial
ORANGE | Diversify Housing
YELLOW | Infill Housing
GRAY | Preserve

Framework Plans
The Ask

Plan Mount Holly includes topical framework plans that respond to the land use strategy.
Each framework plan includes a map and supporting policies. Participants learned more
about selected framework plans rated the policies on a scale of one to five stars.
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Framework
Plans

LAND USE

This framework's Future Land Use Map (FLUM) and
supportive policies help communicate a well‐organized and
market‐supportive allocation of land uses.
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

AVERAGE

Zoning Ordinance
Identify changes to the zoning ordinance that
encourage development matching the goals of the
Future Land Use Map.

9.9% 4.9%

20.4%

27.5%

37.3%

Mixed‐Use Districts
Encourage mixed‐used districts for Downtown, the
Gateway Centers, and the Neighborhood Centers as
identified on the FLUM.

AVERAGE

7.0%

12.0%

15.5%

28.9%

Infill Development
Promote infill development and the clustering of
growth in developed areas of the City as identified in
the Future Land Use Map.

36.6%

AVERAGE

12.1%

13.5%

27.7%

21.3%

Unique Neighborhoods
Encourage the development of unique neighborhoods
with a variety of housing options.

Framework
Plans

MOBILITY

15.4%

6.3%

17.5%

24.5%

36.4%

This framework shows how different areas of the City need
specific transportation types and strategies.

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

AGREE

10.6% 6.4%

22.7%

Land Use Integration

26.2%

34.0%

AVERAGE

6.7% 8.9%

31.1%

31.9%

21.5%

Centers and Corridors
Promote walkable and pedestrian‐friendly strategies
that promote the successful development and
redevelopment of centers and corridors.

AVERAGE

6.4%

6.4%

24.3%

59.3%

3.6%

Developer Contribution
Increase participation by developers in constructing
roads, sidewalks, bike paths, and shared‐use facilities.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AVERAGE

Active Transportation

Reference mobility characteristics for each land use
category identified on the Future Land Use Map.

25.5%

AVERAGE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

Promote active transportation as outlined in the City’s
mode‐specific plans.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

AVERAGE

6.4%

6.4%

2.1%

19.9%

65.2%

0
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Framework
Plans

PARKS, RECREATION,
AND OPEN SPACE

This framework carries forward the vision and
recommendations of 2020 Mount Holly Park Plan.
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

AVERAGE

Mount Holly Park Plan
Implement the 2020 Mount Holly Park Plan.

5.6%

13.4%

57.0%

21.8%

2.1%

Natural Resources
Ensure City codes and regulations protect natural
resources by directing growth to desired locations.

AVERAGE

6.3%

9.2%

55.6%

25.4%

3.5%

Neighborhood Open Space
Evaluate open space opportunities in new
neighborhoods.

AVERAGE

6.2%

4.8%

15.2%

52.4%

21.4%

Woods and Water District
Continue to implement the vision for the Woods and
Water District.

Framework
Plans

HOUSING

AVERAGE

5.7%

13.5%

54.6%

22.7%

This framework plan aligns housing needs and considerations
with the Future Land Use Map.
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

13.7%

8.6%

22.3%

26.6%

Development Standards
Evaluate development standards to encourage a more
diverse housing portfolio.

28.8%

AVERAGE

10.9%

10.9%

22.5%

24.6%

31.2%

Downtown Viability
Encourage neighborhood investments that increase
the viability of downtown.

AVERAGE

6.2%

11.6%

21.2%

59.6%

1.4%

Diverse Types of Housing
Maintain a safe and adequate supply of housing that
varies in age and style.

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE
AVERAGE

Housing Options
Promote a range of housing options.

0

3.5%

AVERAGE

10.6% 4.3%

22.0%

24.1%

39.0%

0
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Framework
Plans

ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

This framework considers ongoing market analysis to help
communicate, internally and externally, potential future
economic development opportunities.
STRONGLY
DISAGREE

DISAGREE

NEUTRAL

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE

AVERAGE

Retail and Restaurants
Promote opportunities for additional retail and
restaurant establishments within the City.

5.5%

5.5%

14.5%

71.7%

2.8%

Zoning Updates
Update zoning ordinance to support economic
development goals.

AVERAGE

7.0%

10.6%

31.7%

45.8%

4.9%

Downtown Development
Continue to facilitate downtown growth and
development.

AVERAGE

5.6%

9.0%

1.4%

16.7%

67.4%

Marketing Package
Create a citywide Economic Development Marketing
Package.

AVERAGE

6.4%

15.6%

24.1%

48.9%

0

5.0%
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1

Steering Committee
Meeting #4

2

A Note about References

Today’s conference call will refer to several documents. The main document
will be this presentation. Slide numbers will be referenced during the call!
Other reference documents were introduced at the 2/12/20 Steering Committee
Meeting. These files were resent by email prior to today’s conference call.

April 30, 2020

1. Steering Committee Meeting #4 Presentation – This document!
2. Growth Strategy Report (PDF) – Introduced at the 2/12/20 Steering Committee meeting.
3. Place Type Descriptions (PDF) – Introduced at the 2/12/20 Steering Committee meeting.
4. Future Land Use Map (PDF) – Revised based on staff, stakeholder, and public input.
5. Framework Plans Policy Considerations – New document!
6. MetroQuest Survey #2 Summary (PDF) – New document!

3

4

Some information introduced at the 2/12/20

REMINDER! Steering Committee Meeting is repeated in

Objectives

today’s presentation. Look for the Reminder!

o Have a final check‐in on the draft elements
of the Land Plan
o Summarize takeaways from Survey #2
o Review key elements of the Land Plan,
including the Future Land Use Map,
Framework Plans, and Focus Areas
o Discuss next steps

REMINDER! The Land Plan provides general guidance as land use
decisions are considered. It reflects the vision from the Strategic
Vision Plan Update and community‐based land use principles that
provide broader direction for the future of Mount Holly.
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Land Use Plan +
(Future Land Use Map)

Zoning Ordinance +
(Zoning Map)

Establishes a set of core
values and takes a
deeper dive into
corridors and districts
throughout Mount Holly.

Provides a snapshot, years into
the future, of Mount Holly’s
preferred future mix of land uses.

Provides a regulatory map
showing what uses are permitted
today

Serves as a guide for staff and
elected officials as growth and
development decisions are made.

Implements the zoning ordinance
(Mount Holly’s “rule book” for
development).

Preferred Growth Strategy

Community Characteristics

1

3

2

1
6/19/19

Strategic Vision
Plan Update

December 2019

September 2019

7/25/19
Online Survey #1

Steering Stakeholder
Committee Symposium

Public
Workshop
v
8/27/19

9/25/19

Public
Workshop
v
12/10/19

2
Steering
Committee

June 2020

March 2020

Plan Development
4
2/10/20

2/12/20

Mid‐Progress
Review

Steering
Committee

3

5
4/30/20
Online Survey #2

6
6/1/20 & 6/8/20

4
Steering
Committee

Deliverables
1 | Community Characteristics
Report
2 | Guiding Statements

Reporting and Communication

3 | Growth Strategy Report
4 | Draft Focus Area Concepts
& Framework Plans
5 | Draft Report (with Strategy
Board and Action Plan)
6 | Final Report

Presentations to Planning
Commission and City Council

1
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Three Phases of Engagement
Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Purpose

Educate participants on the plan’s
purpose and process; Collect input
on community vision and needs

Confirm what we learned in the
first phase of the project; Collect
input on the Growth Strategy

Present key elements of the Land
Plan; Collect input on the plan
before writing the report

Events

Steering Committee Meeting (6/19/19)
Stakeholder Symposium (7/25/19)
Online Survey (7/25/19 to 9/13/19)
Public Workshop (8/27/19)

Steering Committee Meeting (9/25/19)
Public Workshop (12/3/19)
Council Briefing (2/10/20)

Steering Committee Meeting (2/12/20)
Online Survey (3/30/20 to 4/15/20)
Steering Committee Meeting (4/30/20)

Participation 600+ Touchpoints
25,000+ Data Points
1,200+ Comments

Key
Takeaways

• Growth is okay if it’s done right
• Desire to protect the small town feel
and promote downtown
• Importance of adequate parks and
transportation facilities
• Desire for balance in the amount and
type of growth

REMINDER!

The Growth Strategy Report summarizes
8
what we heard and what we learned during
the initial phase of the planning process. It
describes the vision for growth, how that
vision relates to community input, and the
Preferred Growth Strategy that was presented
at the second public workshop. The Growth
Strategy Report will be the first half of the
final report.
Pages 1‐3

Overview

Pages 4‐13 What We Heard (Phase 1 Engagement)
100+ Touchpoints
500+ Data Points
50+ Comments

250+ Touchpoints
4,500+ Data Points
140+ Comments

Pages 14‐23 Community Characteristics

• Support for the Park Plan, including
facility and program recommendations

• Support for the Future Land Use Map
and Framework Plan policies

Pages 28‐29 Conceptual Growth Ideas and Map

• Support for the growth strategy and
how it reflects community input

• Suggested modifications to the focus
area alternatives

Pages 30‐32 Preferred Growth Strategy

• Conversations about the amount and
type of growth

• Need to clearly define the place types
and intent for the focus area concepts

Vision (As presented in the Strategic Vision Plan Update)

Pages 24‐27 Vision and Principles
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REMINDER!

Mount Holly is a place of neighbors. We are rooted in respect for one another, the history of
our community, and a welcoming spirit for people who choose this place to be their home or
place of business.
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Future Land Use Map

We preserve and enrich the distinctive character that is rooted in our small town feel. This
character is embodied by our historic downtown and our stunning setting along the Catawba
River. Our town and natural environment nourish art and creativity. We strive to cultivate an
active community with unique experiences in the place we call home.
We recognize our role in a dynamic metropolitan region and know that we will
thrive through growth that respects the spirit of Mount Holly; practices stewardship
of our environment; and nurtures business, entrepreneurs, and jobs for our
people. While we grow we will continue to be the place that
connects community and nature.

REMINDER!

Place Types

Building Blocks for the Future Land Use Map

Downtown

11

Future Land Use Map

Neighborhood Residential

Protect and promote the small town future.

Rural Residential and Agriculture

Leverage and promote downtown.

Community Corridor

Connect people and places, be multimodal, and still move cars.

• Help communicate the look or feel of a
place

Industrial

Embrace growth as an opportunity.

Sensitive Areas

Acknowledge that parks and natural places add value.

• Have unique settings, development
patterns, and visual qualities

Gateway Center

• Represent different land use types and
development patterns existing in or
envisioned for Mount Holly

• Help convey development characteristics
(e.g. density, building heights, land use
mix, transportation)
See Place Type Descriptions Handout
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Core Residential

•
•
•

North
South
West

Neighborhood Center
•
•
•

Catawba Heights
Sandy Ford
Downtown South

Strike a balance with the amount and type of new growth.
Accommodate growth in existing and future centers.
Encourage mixed‐use centers in the right place and at the right scale.

Changes to the map since 2/12/20 are limited to the type of
residential place types shown in the western edge of the study area.
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Framework Plans
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Framework Plans
What: Topical plans that respond to the Preferred Growth Strategy
Format: Map + supporting narrative with a focus on policy and program recommendations

Land Use

15

Land Use

Mobility

Economic Development

Parks, Recreation,
and Open Space

Map | Future Land Use Map

Map | Mobility Tiers

Map | Opportunity Areas

Example Policies | Potential
code changes, Development
considerations

Policies | Complete streets,
transit‐ready development,
emerging technologies

Policies | Partnerships,
market opportunities

Map | Park Plan
Recommendations

Infrastructure

Community and
Cultural Resources

Community Services

Housing

Map | Infrastructure Tiers

Map | Cultural Focus Areas

Map | Service Tiers

Map | Emphasis Areas

Policies | Prioritization
options for investment
decisions

Policies | Considerations for
historical preservation and
public art

Policies | Partnerships with
schools and non‐profit
groups

Policies | Ways to assess
housing diversity and
affordability

Land Use

Policies | Programs, policies,
and organizational changes
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POLICIES

Zoning Ordinance

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE

Identify changes to the zoning ordinance that
encourage development matching the goals of the
Future Land Use Map.

Mount Holly will use the Future Land Use Map as a tool to
preserve its small‐town character, focus commercial and
mixed‐use development activity in centers and along corridors,
and manage growth in a fiscally responsible way within, at the
edge of, and just beyond the city limits.

Mixed‐Use Districts
Encourage mixed‐used districts for Downtown, the
Gateway Centers, and the Neighborhood Centers as
identified on the FLUM.

Infill Development

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP

Promote infill development and the clustering of
growth in developed areas of the City as identified in
the Future Land Use Map.

This is the Future Land Use Map.

Unique Neighborhoods
Encourage the development of unique neighborhoods
with a variety of housing options.

Mobility
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE
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Mobility
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POLICIES

Active Transportation
Promote active transportation as outlined in the City’s
mode‐specific plans.

Mount Holly will create a citywide multimodal transportation
system with improved connections throughout the area and
heightened aesthetic style and sense of place along major
corridors.

Land Use Integration

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP

Centers and Corridors

This map presents three mobility tiers for corridors and areas.
Tier 1 locations are where it is most important for
transportation design and land use decisions to support all
travel modes. Tier 3 locations are where mode integration is
less of a priority. Tier 2 locations are a medium priority.

Promote a more walkable and pedestrian friendly
environment to aid in the successful development and
redevelopment of centers and corridors.

Reference mobility characteristics for each land use
category identified on the Future Land Use Map.

Developer Contribution
Increase participation by developers in constructing
roads, sidewalks, bike paths, and shared‐use facilities.
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Economic Development
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Economic Development
Retail and Restaurants

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE

Promote opportunities for additional retail and
restaurant establishments within the City.

Mount Holly will seek ways to capture a greater share of the
region’s economic activity while encouraging the continued
development of the Downtown area, identified mixed‐use
centers, and industrial areas.

Zoning Updates

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP

Downtown Development

This map calls attention to Mount Holly’s economic
opportunities areas. These areas are based on the Future Land
Use Map and include Downtown, Industrial areas, the
Gateway and Neighborhood Centers, and the Community
Corridors.

Continue to facilitate downtown growth and
development.

Parks, Recreation, and Open Space

Update zoning ordinance to support economic
development goals ext.

Marketing Package
Create a citywide Economic Development Marketing
Package.
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Parks, Recreation, and Open Space
Mount Holly Park Plan
Implement the 2020 Mount Holly Park Plan.

Mount Holly will provide parks and recreation opportunities
that meet the needs of current residents and attract new
residents and visitors to the City while continuing to be a place
that connects community and nature.

Natural Resources

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP

Neighborhood Open Space

This map is based on key recommendations from the City’s
recently completed Park Plan. The map shows existing parks,
sensitive areas, and greenways. It also highlights proposed
parks (and extensions) and proposed open space.

Evaluate open space opportunities in new
neighborhoods.

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE
Mount Holly will invest in infrastructure that supports desired
growth in desired locations as envisioned in the Future Land
Use Map, while continuing to recognize the cost to serve and
return on investment as development decisions are
contemplated.
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POLICIES

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE

Infrastructure
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POLICIES

Ensure City codes and regulations protect natural
resources by directing growth to desired locations.

Woods and Water District
Continue to implement the vision for the Woods and
Water District.
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Infrastructure
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POLICIES

Monitoring
Monitor the availability of public infrastructure.

Infrastructure Strategy
Limit public infrastructure in places where growth is
discouraged.

Development Standards

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP
This map features three “infrastructure tiers” to show the
City’s expectation for how future utility services will help
inform future development decisions. “Primary Service and
Infill” areas should receive priority for future growth, while
growth in “Future Service” areas should be limited.

Adopt low‐impact development standards.

Return on Investment
Consider “return on investment” for major
development proposals, to the extent possible.

NOTE: Pending final review by Mount Holly Fire Department.
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Community and Cultural Resources
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Community and Cultural Resources
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POLICIES

Placemaking and Tourism

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE

Continue to leverage arts as a placemaking initiative
and tourism driver.

Mount Holly will be a place where art, creativity, and an
acknowledgment of the community’s historical assets remain
distinctive components of what makes Mount Holly a unique
and desirable place to live, visit, and invest.

Design Standards

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP

Mixed‐Use Design

This map highlights four “Cultural Focus Areas” as priority
locations for investments that advance the Community and
Cultural Resources policies.

Encourage placemaking best practices, particularly in
mixed‐use districts.

Ensure design standards address community goals for
historic preservation of Downtown.

Historic Preservation
Protect, enhance, and leverage the City’s historical
assets.

Community Services
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Community Services
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POLICIES

Supportive Growth

STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE

Provide community services in support of the Future
Land Use Map.

Mount Holly will align growth and development patterns with
the cost of providing community services, now and in the
future, to ensure existing levels of service are maintained or
improved.

Fiscal Responsibility

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP

Level of Service

The Community Service Tiers featured in this map
communicate primary, secondary, and non‐city service tiers for
fire and rescue. These tiers are based on service delivery times
from existing and likely future fire stations.

Continue to provide superior fire and emergency
services focused on prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery.

Ensure that planned public facilities are financially
feasible.

Access to Services
Increase access to community services, facilities, and
resources.

NOTE: Pending final review by Mount Holly Fire Department.

Housing
STATEMENT OF OBJECTIVE
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Housing
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POLICIES

Housing Options
Promote a range of housing options.

Mount Holly will encourage a housing portfolio that features a
range of housing types that appeal to various income levels
and ages while providing safe and connected neighborhoods
with unique identities.

Development Standards

OVERVIEW OF THE MAP

Downtown Viability

This map highlights opportunities to diversify the study area’s
housing portfolio based on future land use, housing age,
housing value, and development status. The “Transitional
Opportunities”, particularly within the “Housing Portfolio
Emphasis Areas”, represent the City’s best opportunity to
diversity its housing portfolio.

Encourage neighborhood investments that increase the
viability of downtown.

Evaluate development standards to encourage a more
diverse housing portfolio.

Diverse Types of Housing
Maintain a safe and adequate supply of housing that
varies in age and style.
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Focus Areas

Focus Areas
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Two locations have been identified for land
use focus area concepts to show how
potential development patterns in these
locations can align land use, economic
development, transportation, and design in
ways that are supportive of community
vision and goals. Two development
alternatives were presented in the online
survey. A preferred concept for each
location was created based on feedback and
other considerations.
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North Gateway Center
SIZE | Approximately 1,000 acres
KEY CORRIDORS
• Lucia Riverbend Highway
• Mountain Island Highway
• NC 16

Strengths
 Greenfield development opportunities along the fast‐growing
NC 16 corridor
 Potential to capitalize on regional growth momentum and
close the gap between development in eastern Lincoln
County and northwestern Charlotte
 Transportation infrastructure (existing and potential) that
supports a wide range of uses

NOTABLE PLACES
• Mountain Island Charter School
• Mount Holly Fire Department Station 3

 Large parcels support integrated development patterns at a
scale attractive to larger‐scale developers

NOTABLE FEATURES
• Railroad
• Utility Easements
• Open Space

 Competition from nearby growth nodes (River Bend, eastern‐
Lincoln County) could divert opportunity from this node in the
short‐term

Challenges

 Growth patterns in the region suggest this is a longer‐term
hold for development
 Natural and manmade constraints need consideration

Catawba Heights Neighborhood Center
SIZE | Approximately 300 acres
KEY CORRIDORS
• Belmont Mount Holly Road
• Beatty Drive
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Strengths
 Potential to capitalize on growth momentum driven by access
and proximity to I‐85/273 corridors
 Proximity to Belmont Abbey area and proposed CaroMont
medical center
 Potential to leverage established neighborhoods and the
growing Belmont‐Mount Holly Road corridor

NOTABLE PLACES
• Catawba Heights Neighborhood
• Churches: Catawba Heights; Crossroads
• Apartments: Twin Oaks; Chelsea

 Proximity to planned regional light rail station (Belmont)

NOTABLE FEATURES
• Adjacent to Belmont Abbey College
• Near the South Gateway Center
• Near planned light rail service in Belmont

 National and chain retailers would likely seek more visible
locations with development‐ready sites

Challenges
 Established neighborhood would require assembling
properties into reasonably sized development pads

 Achievable commercial rents along the Belmont‐Mount Holly
Road corridor may be too low to support new construction
 Likely would be slow to show impactful change in the short‐
term, even with policy changes that support greater intensity
or infill development

North Gateway Center
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OVERVIEW OF THE CONCEPT
The two concepts presented to the public
differed in the mix of housing and what
to recommend along NC 16. The
preferred concept shifts the preferred
use in the southern portion of the focus
areas to single‐family residential. An
activity node is recommended near a
potential future road extension and new
interchange on NC 16. A mixed‐use
gateway opportunity area, commercial
corridors, and an employment center
near the river are defining features.

Catawba Heights Neighborhood Center
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OVERVIEW OF THE CONCEPT
The two concepts presented to the public
differed in how commercial uses and new
housing would be introduced to the area.
The preferred concept blends the
characteristics of the two. The concept
includes a mixed‐use gateway
opportunity near the planned light rail
station, encourages neighborhood‐scale
commercial uses along the major
corridors, and seeks to increase the type,
style, and prices of housing in the future.
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Thank You!
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Next Steps
 Final Revisions
 Documentation
 Adoption

Steering Committee
Meeting #4
April 30, 2020
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